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Trends: Baby Boomers Elect to Age-In-Place so
Universal Design is in Demand

B

Baby Boomers. Born between 1946 and
1964, they are 77 million strong. They
constitute more than 25 percent of the
U.S. population. And every 8 seconds
another boomer turns 50 years old,
making the mature market the fastest
growing segment of the U.S. population.
This 50-plus generation is sophisticated,
active and independent, and they
are initiating massive changes in the
marketplace as they arrive at each new
stage of life, generating huge demand for
products and services benefitting each
juncture.

Crank-style windows are easy to open and close.

Embracing Aging-In-Place
Recent studies show a whopping 85
percent of people over the age of 65 want
to continue living at home, whether it is
a condominium, single-family home or
independent apartment in a retirement
community. Commonly referred to
as Aging-In-Place, it means living in
one’s dwelling safely, independently and
comfortably regardless of age, income,
or ability level. It means the pleasures
of living in a familiar environment
throughout one’s maturing years, and the
ability to enjoy the familiar daily rituals
and the special events that enrich your
lives. It means staying close to friends
and family members.
For those opting to age-in-place, it also
means that varying degrees of home
modifications will probably be necessary
in order to make living spaces more
“age-friendly.” Typical modifications
to consider in new construction or
remodeling projects include equipping
doors and faucets with easy-to-use levers
instead of knobs, installing casement
and other crank-style windows that
are easy to open and close, grab bars in
bathrooms, curbless doorways, lowering
light switches and raising outlets.

Jumping on the Bandwagon
Maybe you’re finally an empty nester.
Perhaps one of your parents has health
problems and visits often, or will even
be moving in with you. Or possibly
you’re just planning for your own future.
Whatever the reason, designing a new
interior for a condominium complex
or retirement community that is agefriendly is a good idea.

are beginning to understand the
value of home modification and
universal design. They are realizing
the cost to build a new home or condo
with accessible features is negligible
compared to the cost of traditional
assisted living.”

“Everyone has a connection,” says Jeff
Williams, senior brand manager at
Weather Shield Windows and Doors.
“Everyone knows someone who can
benefit from accessible design. Aging-inPlace is consumer-driven, and consumers

Exploring the mindset of boomers is
critical to understanding their zest for
life and their aversion to anything that
makes them feel old, including grab
bars and other products they feel are
“institutional.”

The Boomer Mindset

“The challenge for builders and
remodelers is to remove the stigma, and
promote the convenience that agingin-place design features play in creating
accessible, barrier-free environments
without disturbing the aesthetics of
a home,” says Dave Koester, brand
manager at Weather Shield. “Weather
Shield is committed to designing agefriendly, good-looking products, such
as our easy-to-operate double-hung tilt
windows, to meet the growing demand.
We also offer barrier-free door sills to
accommodate wheelchairs, electric
window operators, casement operator

handles, low-maintenance window and
door exterior and interior finishes, and
burglar-resistant laminated glass for
security.”
As boomers get older, the demand
for universally designed retirement
communities, condominiums and
single-family homes is going to grow
exponentially. “Designing barrier-free
living environments is one of the hottest
trends in the building and remodeling
marketplace today,” notes Williams.
“Universal design is improving the
livability of communities nationwide.”
MS

Enhance Your Garden with
Bird Feeder Basics

These hummingbirds are
enjoying a meal at a nectar
feeder

B

Birds are one of the musicians of nature.
Their sweet chirps and fluttering wings
carry on the wind and often herald
the warm weather. You can enjoy the
upclose and personal sights and sounds
of birds by welcoming them right into
your backyard. Simply providing food
will attract neighborhood birds and
those who need a quick bite during
migration flights.
While pouring some seed or tossing a
few breadcrumbs on your lawn will
suffice, you’ll have a better chance of
attracting a wide variety of birds if you
choose a quality bird feeder and fill it
with the seeds loved by different species.
There’s a few things to know about
bird feeders. Consult this primer to get
started.
TYPES OF BIRD FEEDERS
When shopping for bird feeders, you’ll
quickly discover that there is quite a
variety available. Keep in mind that
ease of use (for both you and the feeding
birds) should be a top priority, followed
by size and quality. A bird feeder is an
investment, and some range in price
from $30 to more than $100. Rather
than having to replace the feeder each
year, make sure it is sturdily built and
will be able to withstand the outdoor
elements. Also, look for a feeder that
can feed at least 12 birds of various sizes
and species at one time. That said, now
you can consider the different types and
shapes of feeders.
• Tray (platform): These feeders are
simply a big, open tray that’s easy to fill
and easy for birds to access seed. What’s
more, they can accommodate several
birds at one time. Most birds will jump

at the chance to feast at a tray feeder.
There are some who will be reluctant,
however, including doves, quail, sparrows
and other ground feeders. However, they
can certainly dine on any seed that gets
spilled over.
• Hopper feeders: These have plastic or
glass enclosures that dole out seed as it is
needed. This is a smart choice since seed
isn’t wasted and it’s protected when not
being eaten.
• Widow feeders: Before storm windows
and screened-in windows infiltrated
modern society, birdseed was simply
strewn out on an open window sill. You
can still invite birds to your window
with a window feeder that mounts like
a window box. Or, there are models that
simply suction to the window itself.
• Tube feeders: These just may be the
most efficient type of feeders out there.
They’re self-contained, the seed stays dry,
and they hold a large amount of seed,

making refilling an infrequent job.
They also can feed a good number of
birds at one time.
• Nectar feeders: Some birds, like
hummingbirds, orioles, house finches
and some woodpeckers, prefer sweet
nectar or sugar water over seed. Use
a nectar feeder to satisfy their sweet
tooth.
CHOOSING FOOD
Although most birds aren’t picky
when it comes to a free meal, choosing
a seed they’re really fond of will

guarantee a better turnout at your feeder.
Black oil sunflower seeds are quite popular
and enjoyed by chickadees, grosbeaks, cardinals and finches. White proso millet is a
great small seed and attractive to sparrows
in the winter. Other birds, such as house

finches and pine siskins, like thistle seed,
also known as niger.
There are commercially made nectar
products out there for nectar feeders.
However, simply mixing a batch of sugar and water will suffice as well. Tint it
with food coloring so you can easily see
how much has been depleted.

FEEDER PLACEMENT
Place the feeders where you can watch
them easily and gauge if they need to be
cleaned or refilled. Feeders come in freestanding, pole-mounted and hanging varieties, so investigate all your options.
Try to hang feeders by nearby trees or
shrubbery so that the birds will have a
quick place to retreat to if they feel threatened. In extremely windy areas, consider a
sheltered location for your feeder.
Keep in mind that birds will not be the
only animals attracted to the feeder. Squirrels are notorious pillagers, as are raccoons
and even rats, especially if seed is knocked
over onto the ground and not cleaned up
promptly. Squirrels are particularly dexterous and can scale bird feeder poles and raid
the easy loot. There are bird feeders available that feature a cone-shaped shield with
an 18-inch radius on the post below the
feeder (at least four feet above the ground),
which are geared toward stopping pests in
their tracks.
As your welcoming backyard expands,
consider adding more feeders of different
sizes and even nesting containers and birdbaths to enhance the comfort level of these
avian friends. MS

Home Interiors

Tips for Upgrading Bathrooms
The obscure acrylic blocks in this window provide privacy and natural light for the bathroom setting.

O

Oftentimes one of the smallest rooms in the house, the
bathroom can easily be overlooked when designing for
maximum light flow and style in the home. Bathrooms are a
private place, but that doesn’t mean they can’t be bright and
welcoming, Many homeowners view the bathroom as their
private retreat, so it’s important to pay attention to these rooms
with upgrades like enhanced lighting, ultra-quiet ventilation
systems and designer sinks.

1

Fortunately for us, there are hundreds of companies catering
to homeowners with unique bathroom products such as
towel warmers, anti-fog mirrors and spa sensory systems.
Researching your upgrade options is like being a kid in a
candy store — there’s always something new and exciting
coming out from manufacturers.

2

There are several ideal ways to upgrade a bathroom that will
be seen as long-term investments in your home. The key is to
select products that resist the high humidity levels, withstand
mold and moisture problems, and hold up well over time.
And there are lots of things that you can do.
Replace hard-to-reach large windows over a bathtub with a
fixed, non-operable window. Chooses range from clear glass to
decorative patterns or privacy-assured acrylic blocks windows.
Splurge on a new showerhead. Select from energy-saving lowflow, multi-functional and simulated rain showerhead, or
even an all-steam shower. When it comes to showers, you can
customize your own home spa treatment right in your shower.

3

Install a set of urethane pilasters on both sides of your shower
stall and a door crosshead overhead to upgrade the look of
your bathroom. If you have a garden tub or a whirlpool in your
bathroom, add window panels made of urethane to surround
the base. No problem if any of the decorative materials get wet
because urethane products resist moisture.

4

5

Solve your storage problem by adding decorative urethane
window crossheads to the walls to serve as easy-access
shelving. Create an extra towel rack by drilling holes in the
center of two brackets. Insert a dowel rod and you have an
instant way to hang hand towels.

6

Shine
more
light
in
the
bathroom
by
surrounding mirrors with acrylic block panels
that have miniature lights sealed in the units. These energyefficient lights are ideal for daily grooming activities and
applying make-up.

For pure fun, add amenities to your bathroom that pamper
you. These days you can have a coffeemaker, refrigerator or
even a mini-wine cooler in your bathroom. Marry them with
a sound system or in-shower television and you could live in
Create an easy-access shower that eliminates doors, shower your bathroom!
curtains and thresholds that can be potential trip hazards.
Radius acrylic block walls from Hy-Lite come pre-fabricated For more tips and ideas on upgrading your bathroom, along
in one unit and can replace hard-to-clean traditional showers. with information on products discussed here, visit www.
The spacious shower areas are custom made to fit your space homefront.com. MS
and privacy needs.
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Spring into the Season by
Updating your Outdoor
Living Space

W

With the warm weather of Spring just
around the corner, it’s time to start thinking
about your outdoor living spaces. Are your
wooden deck and front porch ready for fun
in the sun? It’s easy to update both in just a
few easy steps and give yourself a whole new
look for the season. Here are some ideas to
get you started:
• Start with a clean slate. If the nasty winter
weather has left your deck looking lessthan-presentable, never fear; cleaning your
wooden deck is as easy as 1-2-3. Scrub with
soap and water, let dry and enjoy!
• Need a facelift? Change the whole look
of your wooden deck with a new stain.
Available in a wide range of colors, wood
stains are easy to apply and add a whole new
depth and dimension to any of your outdoor
living spaces.
• Update your furniture. To change the
look of your deck or front porch, consider
an easy, do-it-yourself project using treated
Southern Pine lumber. A nice Adirondack
chair would fill a corner and allow more
guest seating, while a planter box brings
fresh greenery to corners. Check out www.
spanpine.com for a wide range of outdoor
project ideas.

• Dress up your furniture. After you drag those
weatherproof seat pads out of storage, add a bright
throw pillow to a chair or a new vinyl tablecloth to
your table for a fresh new burst of color.
• Let it grow, let it grow, let it grow. Nothing
personalizes your deck or front porch like fresh
green plants and colorful flowers. Yellow flowers
help welcome the Spring, while red blooms
coordinate nicely with your Flag Day and Fourth of
July décor. Consider rotating your flowers back and
forth between the front porch and deck for an everchanging look.
• Decorate! After your furniture and flowers are in
place, purchase a few inexpensive “yard art” items
to customize your look. Stained glass flowers,
tin sunbursts and old-fashioned wall signs add
tremendous character and make your deck a homey,
fun place to hang out.
• Grill it, baby. Cooking outdoors isn’t only healthy,
it creates a great social environment. All kinds of
grills and outdoor fireplaces are available these days;
find the one that best fits your decorating — and
cooking! — style, and go for it.
• Add space. If your deck or front porch has become
a little cramped with furniture, plants, children’s
outdoor toys and dog bones, add a small storage box
to help control the clutter. It’s also a good place to
store items during the winter.
• Rock and swing. A porch isn’t a porch without a
rocking chair or a swing. They’re easy to install and
if you choose wood to match your deck, they’re a
seamless accent to your décor.
• If you don’t have a deck … build one! But choose
your building material wisely: if you want the look
of wood, use real wood. Treated Southern Pine
lumber is the only naturally renewable building
material on the market. It’s durable, it’s affordable
and it’s strong. Choosing Southern Pine isn’t only
environmentally sound, it’s a strong lifestyle choice.
For more information on how to choose Southern
Pine lumber and where to buy it, visit www.
spanpine.com.
As you update your deck or front porch for Spring,
use your creativity when choosing décor, furniture
and flowers. And remember to choose Southern Pine
lumber for all of your outdoor projects, including
decks and front porches. The beauty and durability
of the wood provides a lasting, classic touch to any
home style. MS
Update outdoor living space s, like creating an
inviting deck retreat made from Southern Pine.

10 Ways to Create a
Low Maintenance Home

H

ectic schedules, long work
hours and business travel leave
little time for homeowners to
keep up with the regular maintenance
needed to care for a home. During the
past several decades an abundance of
products have been introduced that are
designed to reduce the hassles and timeconsuming efforts needed to keep a home
in top shape.
“The evolution of low maintenance
products is one of the greatest
achievements in the building products
industry,” according to Don Zeman,
host of the home improvement radio
show, Homefront with Don Zeman.
“From the introduction of vinyl window
frames that never need painting to porch
rail systems that don’t rot, decay or
attract termites, everyone wins with low
maintenance products,” says Zeman, who
was a contractor and builder for 25 years
before starting his nationally syndicated
show. “Homeowners find that the labor
and money saved with low maintenance
products allow them more free time to
enjoy their homes.”
According to a survey of customer
preferences conducted by the National
Association of Home Builders, low
maintenance figures prominently into
building product purchase decisions. In
the report What 21st Century Home
Buyers Want, low maintenance ranked
as the second-highest reason for selecting
wall materials for the front exterior of
the home and the primary reason for
choosing wall materials for the other
three sides of the home. In the survey, low
maintenance brick and vinyl sidings were
the most requested choices for siding.
“Two key things have occurred that
make homeowners more conscious of
low maintenance materials,” says Zeman,
whose News from the Homefront

television segments are seen nationwide.
“First, the quality and variety of
products in this category continue to
increase each year. Second, the free
time homeowners have available to
spend on home maintenance continues
to decrease so they’re constantly seeking
out ways to create an easy-care home.”

7

Install moisture resistant urethane
mouldings and decorative millwork
in extremely humid areas of the
home, such as bathrooms and kitchens.
No matter how much steam is produced
from showers or cooking, these products
won’t warp like wood mouldings.

From his vantage point of reviewing
thousands of products and projects
each year, Zeman offers 10 ways
homeowners can make their homes
easier to maintain.

1

Accessorize the exterior of your
home with durable urethane
products. Easy-care shutters,
window and door trim pieces, louvers
and balustrade systems resist warping,
weather damage and insect infestations.
Products from Fypon, like their
Cellular PVC bead boards that can
be used for porch ceilings, are longerlasting than wood products because woodgrain replications. Visit www.
they don’t absorb moisture and are vinylsiding.org to locate certified vinyl
siding products and for answers to your
weather resistant.
questions on vinyl siding.
Tired of termites feeding on your
Forget about hanging shades
deck? Try composite decking.
or blinds in areas of the home
Made from plastic and wood
where you desire privacy. Instead,
fibers, this low maintenance product
installs and cuts like wood, but resists install obscure acrylic block windows
rot and insects. There’s no painting or that guarantee privacy. Both the blocks
staining required and in many cases and vinyl frames are easy to maintain
fasteners are hidden. The investment with mild soap and water. Acrylic block
in composite decking pays back during windows from Hy-Lite Products come
the resale of a home … and during in operable casement and awning styles
weekends you’re not forced to strip and along with large, fixed picture windows
— ideal for use in the bathroom.
reseal a wood deck.

2
3

When it’s time to reside your
home, invest in vinyl siding with
insulator boards behind them
to create the most energy efficient and
low maintenance exterior possible.
According to the Vinyl Siding Institute,
there are a wide variety of vinyl siding
textures and colors available, including

6

Add
decorative
style
and
maintenance ease to your home
with fiberglass columns. Available
in both round and square profiles, the
columns are insect, weather and decay
resistant so they can be used both for
interior and exterior applications. Versatile
and elegant, columns from Dixie-Pacific
are load-bearing and can be accented with
decorative capitals and bases.

4
5

When ordering windows for your
home, make sure to request the
tilt-in sash option. This feature
eliminates the need to clean the outside
of your windows by standing on a ladder
because you can use the tilt-in feature to
quickly and easily clean the glass from
the inside of the house.

8

Replace existing windows with lowmaintenance vinyl framed windows.
Easy to clean with mild detergent
and water, windows with vinyl frames,
such as those from Simonton Windows,
never have peeling paint that needs to be
stripped and replaced. As a bonus, vinyl
is an excellent insulator, so vinyl-framed
windows are extremely energy efficient.

9

— Invest in a solid-surface
countertop for your kitchen. This
man-made material can have the
look and feel of stone or marble while
offering the advantage of needing only
soap and water for cleanup. Most solidsurface countertops are seamless and resist
stains, chemicals and scratches. Color and
style options are almost limitless and there
are no veneers to chip, crack, peel or wear
out.

10

— Save time and effort every
time you shower by installing
an acrylic block shower
surround. The easy-care blocks don’t
require you to squeegee them after every
shower to remain clean and attractive.
As an added benefit, the obscure blocks
provide privacy in the shower while adding
a stylish look to the bathroom.
For more tips and ideas on making your
home more comfortable, along with
information on products discussed here,
visit www.homefront.com. MS

Add Special Effects for Curb Appeal

Y

You don’t have to be a seasoned
gardener to look like one, nor do
you need to go out of your way for a
superb look. A great way to give your
front lawn, and your house, attractive
curb appeal is to landscape, versus
having a completely grass filled lawn
which takes a lot of cutting and care.
Landscaping or border gardening
is also attractive for large back
yards that need some definition.
If you’re selling your house, this is
an appealing way to enhance and
add value to your property and to
increase your selling price.
It is easy to create curb appeal
interest — and a garden that is
easy to care for with a variety of
green colors. Some ideas include
ivy ground cover, ferns and lush
green plants like hostas. Many are
perennial plants, and will require
little maintenance, too. For sparks
of bright color, you can add a few
urns containing fuchsia or a front
line of impatiens, marigolds, or
pansies providing interest and
contrast to your green backdrop.
Try adding an exciting upright
plant like the Cordyline australis
‘Sundance’ or ‘Red Star’ for height,
texture and color.
Depending on the light and soil
of your garden, you would need to
choose the plants that would work
best in your temperature zone. To
find out what zone you’re in, visit
www.fernlea.com and get all the
landscaping details you need to
define your lawn in an appealing
way. MS

Deck Woes? Call the Pros!

B

Ben Franklin once said, “You may
delay, but time will not.” So if you’ve
had good intentions about cleaning
up the backyard deck, and just haven’t
been able to get to it, you’re not alone. It
may be time to think about calling on a
professional decking contractor for help
so your deck will look its best and be
protected from the elements.
“Most homeowners know professional
contractors build decks, but they don’t
realize that professionals can also
handle routine deck maintenance,”
said Jeff Wilson, himself a former
professional contractor and host of
numerous “how-to” television programs
such as “Build A Deck” and “Build A
Fence.” “It’s like painting your house or
mowing your lawn. Sometimes you can
handle the job, but other times you’re
swamped and need reinforcements.”

GETTING STARTED
When looking for a professional deck
contractor, it’s always a good idea to
ask people you know for referrals —
neighbors, friends, real estate agents,
or employees at your local homeimprovement store. Many firms can
be found in the Yellow Pages, while
more detailed information often can
be found online. Recently, the makers
of Thompson’s® Water Seal® products
launched a Certified Contractor
program via their Web site (www.
thompsonswaterseal.com). It offers
extensive resources for contractors,
along with a database to allow
homeowners to find a certified deckcare contractor in their area.
But no matter how you gather leads,
take the time to talk with prospective
contractors about their specific deckmaintenance experience. (Wilson says
that some firms specialize in decks,
but that other builders and painting
contractors offer deck maintenance
among their services.) Check references,

look at pictures of their work or, if
possible, visit some recently completed
projects.
Before work begins, obtain a detailed
and signed estimate. This should cover
several phases — structural assessment
and repair (“It’s no use ‘polishing
firewood’ if your deck needs major
repairs first,” says Wilson), cleaning
and finally, sealing the wood to protect
against water damage. The contract
should include exactly what products
will be used and approximately how
many gallons will be needed. It’s also a
good idea to include a starting date and
a target completion date, but you’ll have
to be flexible about unavoidable weather
delays.
COMING CLEAN
Before the deck cleaning begins, the
crew should cover all stationary surfaces
that won’t be cleaned, along with
adjacent landscaping. According to
Wilson, “The cleaning step is key to the
deck-restoration process. In fact, it’s not
uncommon for it to take more time to
clean the wood than to finish it. This
makes sense when you imagine how
easily a new coat of waterproofer will
go down on a well-cleaned deck. The
waterproofer also adheres and performs
better when applied to a properly
cleaned surface.”
The type of deck-cleaning solution used
for your deck will vary based on the
condition of the deck. For instance, is
it just dirty or does it have an existing
coating that needs
Stains to be removed? And if so, what
kind of coating, and approximately
how old is it? Because it can make a
difference in how it is cleaned, know if
your deck is pressure-treated lumber,
redwood or cedar. Provide as much of
this background information as possible
to the contractor while he is preparing
the initial estimate.

In addition to a deck cleaner, your
contractor may use a pressure washer
for additional cleaning muscle. This is a
great tool in the right hands. However,
too much pressure can “feather” the
wood (fine splintering of the wood
surface), so make a quick inspection
after the first few boards are cleaned,
before giving the “OK” to finish the rest
of the deck.
THE FINISH LINE
After cleaning, the deck will need to
dry anywhere from a few hours to a few
days, depending on the coating used.
For instance, Thompson’s® Water Seal®
Advanced waterproofers can be applied
just two hours after cleaning the wood,
which means your contractor may be
able to finish your deck job in just one
day.
According to Wilson, waterproofers and
stains provide different options for the
look of your deck:
• Clear waterproofers –– use when
the natural beauty of wood is desired.
Clear, multi-surface waterproofers
allow wood to weather over time to a
silver-gray color. Clear, “wood-only”
waterproofers help resist mildew and
color fading to maintain natural wood
color longer.
• Tinted wood-only waterproofers
(also called toners) –– offer the
same protection as clear, wood-only
waterproofers while adding sheer,
natural wood color.
• Semi-transparent stains –– provide
a wider range of color choices. These
contain more pigment than toners but
still allow the wood’s grain and texture
to show through.
• Solid stains –– provide rich opaque
color that hides the wood’s natural
grain.

If you’ve chosen a tinted waterproofer or an exterior
wood stain, the color of the product on your deck
may vary from the color brochures. Ask your
contractor to brush out some of the product in an
inconspicuous area and let you approve it before
finishing the entire deck.
Once the application is finished, allow the deck to
dry for the recommended time before using. (Dry
times vary by product type, so check the label.) The
rest of the “work” is up to you. Invite over friends
for a cookout on your renewed deck. Sit out and
catch up with your family. Or just spend some
time alone with a good book. It’s a tough job, but
somebody has to do it! MS

A professional deck contractor can help
get your deck cleaned, waterproofed
— and ready to enjoy!

A Room’s Finishing Touches

T

Today’s homeowners recognize that the
architectural and accentual details of a
home are integral to creating a complete
design scheme. While furniture and
paint color can go far in setting the
mood of a room, other details like
wall hangings, window treatments,
mouldings and sconces can provide the
finishing touches to a room.
It used to be that you’d have to visit
store upon store to find the items and
hardware needed — and hope that
they would coordinate with your décor.
Now shopping and decorating has
become much easier. You can find all
of these items in one convenient place
at Top-Quality-Discounted-CurtainRods.com (just type: TQDCR.com), a
family-owned company that has been
providing quality service for 21 years.
Decorative products like handfinished drapery hardware, holdbacks
& tiebacks, traverse systems, ceiling
medallions, finials, custom wood
products and more come in a wide
variety to match the scale and style you
desire. Simply click on the products
you wish to purchase, and coordinating
items will also pop up. Even novice
interior decorators can create beautiful,
coordinating rooms.
To browse the company’s catalogs/place
orders, or to discover tips for creating
beautiful rooms, visit TQDCR.com.
MS

